Ladybirds and Butterflies Unexpected Adventure Trail
Date: Friday 22nd January 2021
Even though we can’t be at school at the moment, it is still important for you to continue with
your learning at home so that we don’t miss out on learning opportunities.

Below you will find your daily learning tasks for you to complete at home. Try to complete them
each day so that you can keep on top of your work. Your teachers will give you feedback to show
you how you are doing, some of this will be on the website. Your parents will also need to email
your teachers with photos of your work so that they can reply and give you some personalised
feedback. Make sure you let your teachers know if there is anything that you need help with.
Reading

Times Tables

Spelling

PE

Make sure that you read today for at

Spend at least 15 minutes practising

Spend 15 minutes practising the words

You have an extra optional activity

least 15 minutes. This could be by

your times tables. Focus on the 2, 5 and

from the spelling list at the front of

today. Log onto imoves using the

yourself or to an adult.

10 x tables.

your homework book.

details sent out via parentmail.

Maths

Learning Adventure

For maths today we will be continuing by looking at the 5x table. Remember this

Task 1— Today we are finishing our story by using the words collected to

is just groups of 5, as before if you are stuck use whatever you have around you

write the ending Use the example to help if you are unsure, or listen to the

at home to make the groups of 5 so you can work the answers out. There is a

audio again. When you have finished writing, read your whole story from the

challenge at the end if you are feeling confident– the answer for this is on a

beginning to

check that it makes sense. Now you have written an entire

separate pdf.

story about the Great Fire of London, why not read it to someone in your

Watch the White Rose video clip by clicking on the link on the pdf document.

family to see what they think. If you want a challenge you could write it up

This will explain things in more detail. When you have watched this, complete

in neat and send it to school so we can display it for your friends at school

the questions in your Unexpected Adventure books You will find this on the pdf
document too. The questions get progressively more challenging as you work
through them. If you get stuck, look at the video again to help you out.
forget to complete your Mathletics tasks too!

Don’t

to read too!
Task 2— To finish our learning on contractions you have some sentence work,
so you can apply all of the understanding that you have built up over this
week. All of the answers are on a separate pdf if you need them.

